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The [Christ Arrival] Knowledge WILL Become Abundant

(Daniel 12:4) And as for you, O Daniel, make secret the words and seal up the book, until the time of [the] end. Many will
rove about, and the [true] knowledge will become abundant.

In the Christ "second coming" in Revelation 14, by the time Daniel 12:11's 1290 days timeframe expires under that arrival, there will
only be two kinds of people on planet Earth.

(Daniel 12:10) Many will cleanse themselves and whiten themselves and will be refined. And the wicked ones will certainly
act wickedly, and no wicked ones at all will understand; but the ones having insight will understand.

The world today of the good, the bad, and the undecided people will have its tier of indecision [completely] removed over that final
Daniel 12:11 3.5 years of the Christ ministerial completion. 

In fact, for many "having insight" even the Daniel 8:14 timed period of the downfall of apostate Jehovah's witnesses will make them of
one decision for Christ. Some "having insight" must also become decided during the Daniel 12:7 (Rev11:3) final 1260 days ministry
period. (Rev11:1-10; Rev13:5-7)

Every step of the way the world events will only compound in the believability of the certain Christ arrival upon
his completed enemy, "8th King" World Government, but for the salvation sweep mission first, for 1290 days of
Daniel 12:11.

That is also why Christ completes his ministry of the "good news" as seven years as the final "seven times" when combined with his
first arrival 3.5 years "good news of the Kingdom" ministry. 

This is because those last few years [of the future] can provide the final prophecy-milestone events to get through to even the most
stubborn good person. Even bad people, like Saul of Tarsus was, can CHOOSE a truly new life course.

And it is angels who can and will deliver on the agreement WORLDWIDE:

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived (Rev17:12), and so worship the One
who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.

By the time that above prophecy completes from the angels of Christ WORLDWIDE, only savable humans (Rev14:14-16), and those
not (Rev14:17-20), will remain based on that "fear God and give Him glory" PERSONAL DECISION AND AGREEMENT offer.

Like Daniel 12 promised ONLY "the wicked" and "the cleansed" will be present. And only God and Christ will know who is who. And
ANYONE can choose to change: friend, undecided, or enemy, and [request] and accept the angelic Kingdom offer of Revelation 14:6-
7 and be spared to everlasting deathless life potential, day one. (Joel2:30-32)

Kingdom Angels Salvation-Sweep Planet Earth Worldwide and 100%

One nice feature of the "GOOD NEWS of GOD" is divine powered God, Christ, and holy angels complete the salvation sweep of
planet Earth. In fact, corrupted religions and the world have helped make this hugely positive global assessment and worldwide
judgment [personal decision] sweep necessary! ANYONE can simply make their own CHOICE to live!

The open salvation offer of the Kingdom of God has to go global at worldwide scope (Rev14; Rev19:1-9; Rom2:12-16), while World
Government is completed and active (Dan12:11; Rev17:12; Rev14), as backed by super human angelic Kingdom of God immortal
power. 

Human world government forces will be like toothpicks; even Satan and the demons will be like feathers in the wind when compared to
the Immortal Tornado of the Kingdom power of God. God ALMIGHTY, "Mighty God" Christ, a million billion immortal angels of "the
crown" (Rev12:1-6), and the immortal Christian spirit "body of the Christ" (Rev17:14), are who will "make good" on that Revelation
14:6-7 guaranteed worldwide offer of salvation. 

Human ministries were impotent compared to when Christ COMPLETES his own "good news of God". THAT is true GOOD NEWS,
actually GREAT NEWS OF GOD.

There can be no "religion" and "religion membership" basis (Rev18:4), of God's own true "good news" based judgment. (Rev18:8;
Rev11:13; Rev17:15-18; Matt24:29-31; Matt25:31-40) 

(Psalm 96:1-2) Sing to Jehovah a new song. Sing to Jehovah, all [you people of] the earth.  2 Sing to Jehovah, bless his
name. From day to day tell the good news of salvation by him.

It is the indomitable immortal angels of God's Kingdom "IN the air", not any useless religion, who shall complete God's "good news of
salvation" of the future under Christ the "King of kings, and Lord of lords", by sealing it as done.



salvation" of the future under Christ the "King of kings, and Lord of lords", by sealing it as done.

(Joel 2:30-32) And I will give portents in the heavens and on the earth, blood and fire and columns of smoke. 31 The sun
itself will be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the coming of the great and fear-inspiring day of
Jehovah. 32 And it must occur that everyone who calls on the name of Jehovah will get away safe; for in Mount Zion and
in Jerusalem there will prove to be the escaped ones, just as Jehovah has said, and in among the survivors, whom
Jehovah is calling.

The undecided for now, and at that time, will become decided. 

All people worldwide will have chosen God and Christ and their Kingdom or they will have chosen the 666 New World Order World
Government, plain and simple. (Rev13:15-18; Rev14:9-11) That is the simplified final choice this final global cycle will be leading to.

And if you notice those Daniel 12:10 "many will cleanse themselves" can mean only one thing: They develop faith in the "blood of the
lamb". THAT is the only thing that truly "cleanses" a human being. 

(Revelation 7:14) These are the ones that come out of the great tribulation, and they have washed their robes and made
them white in the blood of the Lamb. 

It matters not how old that faith is, some will be developing it in minutes like Saul of Tarsus, especially at that time Earth becomes filled
with the angels of Christ. FILLED.

(Revelation 7:10) And they keep on crying with a loud voice, saying: “Salvation [we owe] to our God, who is seated on
the throne, and to the Lamb.”

And we know "many will rove about, and the knowledge will become abundant" in its most personal form of individual awareness for
some [from the spirit of God, not "religion"]. 

Like Daniel 12:4,10 stated, the generic truthful KNOWLEDGE is for "those having insight" from God, prophecy, and not religion. And
"those having insight" can become ANYONE paying a little attention here. 

It is NOT "religious creed" knowledge, it is knowledge of REALITY.

Those "having [this] insight" will not have any insight due to the Black Hole of Religion. In fact, by that time the entire world will witness
the global Babylon the Great downfall of global religion as per Revelation 18. It will be so huge, God devoted an entire chapter of the
Revelation, to the coming downfall of religion under World Government in the future. 

And that "knowledge" is concerning the then far more certain arrival of Jesus Christ. And we can note no "religion" is mentioned here
in Daniel 12 regarding this mass global awareness in many many people concerning their also certain salvation.

(Haggai 2:7) And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this
house with glory,’ Jehovah of armies has said.

God Timed the Final Prophecy Sequence to Give Provable Knowledge of World Government to
Trigger the Christ Arrival

Final Prophecy Cycle Tables PDF

(Daniel 12:4) And as for you, O Daniel, make secret the words and seal up the book, until the time of [the] end. Many will
rove about, and the [true] knowledge will become abundant.

(Daniel 12:10) Many will cleanse themselves and whiten themselves and will be refined. And the wicked ones will certainly
act wickedly, and no wicked ones at all will understand; but the ones having insight will understand.

And it is no accident in the ultimate Hebrew era Christ prophecy outline in Daniel, that Daniel 12 makes these extra-details known
from God in the very context of the final timed prophecies to unfold into that future guaranteed. (Dan12:7; Dan12:11; Dan12:12) THAT
is NO ACCIDENT!

THAT is why God provided timed prophecies (Dan8:14 (temple judgment); Dan12:7 (final ministry); Dan12:11 (Christ arrival)=Rev8-
11), as the future lit fuse to the Christ Arrival all will see, but those "having insight" will understand.

8th King World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace" stated
(1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That takes several more
years.

In lieu of "knowing the day and the hour", God gave a countdown timing of Daniel 8:14, Daniel 12:7, and Daniel 12:11. THAT
"Hourglass to Christ Second Coming" is all humans have to know concerning the timing of the Christ Arrival. 

It is not only timed, it will also manifest GLOBAL MILESTONE PROPHECY FULFILLMENTS before the eyes of the ENTIRE WORLD,
which can also tell you where this is all leading.

1. After Jehovah's witnesses apostasy crashes and burns in the TIMED Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment of the future, then the Daniel
12:7 final 1260 days prophecy (Rev11:3), will eventually manifest in the final ministry. (Rev8-9=Dan8:13-14 unto Rev10-11 final
commission and ministry)
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2. That final 1260 days (Rev11:3; Rev12:14; Rev13:5) will lead to the Daniel 12:11 final 1290 days prophecy of the Christ arrival, as
the sword stroke will heal peacefully in that process unto "8th King" World Government. 

A. The "8th King" is also the "King North" of Daniel 11:44-45 as its timing merges into Daniel 12 in the future.

3. The Christ [arrived] salvation period is in the 1290 days of Daniel 12:11 which when completed, then Christ will conquer the world
government rival, and abyss Satan. (Rev19:11-21; Rev20:1-3)

4. Then the Daniel 12:12, 1335 days prophecy of the inception period of Christ total universal and global conquest of the Devil
(Rev20:1-3), and his final "8th King" World Government sovereign (Rev19:1-9; Rev19:19-21), will prepare for the "Marriage of the
Lamb" which the "great crowd" are the invited guests as timed and staged in this phase ending. (Rev19:1-9)

Now for the "cleansed ones" by faith developing very quickly for many of these people, there is something else we know about them. 

They are no dummies. 

(Matthew 24:36-39) Concerning that day and hour nobody knows, neither the angels of the heavens nor the Son, but only
the Father. 37 For just as the days of Noah were, so the presence of the Son of man will be. 38 For as they were in those
days before the flood, eating and drinking, men marrying and women being given in marriage, until the day that Noah
entered into the ark; 39 and they took NO note until the flood came and swept them all away, so the presence of the Son
of man will be.

Unlike those in the "days of Noah" these people "take note". 

(Matthew 24:32-35) Now learn from the fig tree as an illustration this point: Just as soon as its young branch grows
tender and it puts forth leaves, you know that summer is near. 33 Likewise also you, when you see all these things,
KNOW that he is near at the doors. 34 Truly I say to you that this generation will by no means pass away until all these
things occur. 35 Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will by no means pass away.

WE are all in "this generation" NOW!

The "ones having insight" gain insight by NOTICING the many changes we will have been seeing from even now in the world system to
support the evidence of World Government to form to completion in that future, to trigger Christ arrival. 

The "ones having insight" and it growing is by also KNOWING THE MEANING in all these changes.

THE MEANING: 8th King World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace"
stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That takes several
more years.

The "good news" is, no religion shall limit Christ's "world purchasing" sacrifice.

(1 John 2:1-2) My little children, I am writing you these things that you may not commit a sin. And yet, if anyone does
commit a sin, we have a helper with the Father, Jesus Christ, a righteous one. 2 And he is a propitiatory sacrifice for our
sins, yet not for ours only but also for the whole world’s. 

1. Thus, as we "witness" Jehovah's witnesses go down [globally] in the final apostasy for the Daniel 8:13-14 first verification timing
(1150 or 2300 days), that will be a first proof the rest of the Revelation 8-11 prophecy of the seven trumpets shall also keep "coming
true".

2. Thus, when we see the final ministry of the "last witness" of the "two witnesses" of Revelation 11:3 manifest in whatever form God
may "cause" it to become, we know 1260 days is set on that "enlightening" period. (Matt25:1-13)

3. And that 1260 days completes as it is marked by officially complete World Government "ascended" to cancel that ministry as
Revelation 11:7 defines Daniel 12:11.

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7, post 1260 days final
ministry cancelled) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as world government with
its final UN-related rendition "image"), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

(Revelation 11:7) And when they have finished their witnessing, the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss (Rev17:8-13,
into world government) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. (Dan12:7; Dan12:11)

And THAT is why no man needs to "know the day or the hour" of the Christ arrival, and why it was not permitted anyways, we will know
only "the countdown" of the final timed prophecies. 

4. With Daniel 8:14 and Daniel 12:7 time-affirmed [first], we can know the final set of timed prophecies are certain. 

5. We can then fully know that Daniel 12:11 is when Christ arrives into the 1290 days activated. 

Proof: The coming epic judgment downfall of Jehovah's witnesses. 

When YOU see Jehovah's witnesses start to go down, YOU will know Daniel 8:14 timing has begun and the
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rest shall follow. Mark your calendar for that JW apostate downfall timing. THAT will become THE FIRST timed
prophecy verification of the future, it will be the start of and completion of the Revelation 8-9 temple judgment
process.

The Christ Final Arrival First Mission: Global Sheep-Sweep of Savable Humans for 1290 Days

And we know the "everlasting good news" of Revelation 14 will actually be the best of news for all these many aware and awake
people of the future. This is Christ arrival FIRST MISSION:

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived (Rev17:12), and so worship the One
who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.

It is God, not "religion", who will grant a very "up-close and personal" awareness concerning the certain arrival of His Son, Christ, to
many people DIRECTLY, into Christ's ACTUAL ARRIVAL REALITY. 

And WHY that Kingdom Arrival has to also offer the guaranteed open salvation opportunity live and real-time worldwide, for all who
choose to worship God under the Kingdom, will be known at a very personal level of awareness for many.

The truth is, the Kingdom of God offers terms of peace for all humans: Repent and surrender and live.

The good news [of God] is, ANYONE, even one in the enemy system, can "change their mind" in that ENTIRE 1290 days of Daniel
12:11 via Revelation 14.  

ANYONE ON EARTH AT THAT TIME, can choose God and Christ and their Kingdom, rather than the polluted and "666" impotent
so-called "new world order" "8th King" Scarlet Wildbeast World Government of imperfect man and demon, and LIVE; rather than
perish with that counterfeit fraud world government system.

That is why that "other kind of person" of the two types then present, will be those who simply must "go down" with the rival world
government sovereign. They ALSO know who it is who has arrived, because the Revelation 11:1-10 warning will have been fully
completed.

(Revelation 6:12-17) And I saw when he opened the sixth seal, and a great earthquake occurred; and the sun became
black as sackcloth of hair, and the entire moon became as blood, 13 and the stars of heaven fell to the earth, as when a
fig tree shaken by a high wind casts its unripe figs. (Matt24:29-31) 14 And the heaven departed as a scroll that is being
rolled up, and every mountain and [every] island were removed from their places. 15 And the kings of the earth and the
top-ranking ones and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and [every] free person
hid themselves in the caves and in the rock-masses of the mountains. 16 And they keep saying to the mountains and to
the rock-masses: “Fall over us and hide us from the face of the One seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb,
17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?”

That is why this Matthew 24:29-31 Christ Arrival parallel AFTER the "tribulation of those days" "sword-stroke" phase ends on its own
(Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12), results not in "the end of the world" but in the total awareness globally, and the "gathering of the chosen ones"
worldwide by angels of Christ:

(Matthew 24:29-31) Immediately after the tribulation of those days (Rev11:7-10 1260 days completed) the sun will be
darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be
shaken. (because Christ's "stars" will also be around earth and coming to it for the salvation invasion) 30 And then the sign of
the Son of man will appear in heaven (the Rev10:5-7 prophecy will be completing fully), and then all the tribes of the earth will
beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven (Rev14, Dan12:11 1290
days parousia mode, first) with power and great glory. (post 1290 days final fully conquest glory mode, last; Rev19:11-21)
31 (priority one:) And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones
together from the (Rev7:1-4) four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to their other extremity. (Rev14:6-8; Rev14:14-
16; Matt25:31-40)

Thus, this whole time:

1. The prophecy of God contains every piece of required information concerning the final global events which tell us Christ is soon to
fully arrive for the sheep-sweep of salvation parousia first, before he conquers all sovereign rivals man and demon.

2. The prophecy of God contains not the "day and the hour", but the final timed prophecy steps and their purpose to form the
knowable timeline continuum to World Government first, and the Christ arrival it shall trigger. (Dan8:14>Dan12:7>Dan12:11)

3. The prophecy of God contains the hugest open salvation offer ever known to mankind (Rev14:6-7; Joel2:30-32), as it also
promises global enemy religion will be destroyed by World Government in this process as religion is useless for anything related to
true salvation.

4. The prophecy of God never has sanctioned "religion" ANYWHERE in the Bible.

The "Good News of God" Versus the Good News of Men



(Mark 1:14-15) Now after John was put under arrest Jesus went into Galilee, preaching the good news of God 15 and
saying: “The appointed time has been fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has drawn near. Be repentant, you people, and
have faith in the good news.”

(Romans 15:15-16) However, I am writing you the more outspokenly on some points, as if reminding you again, because
of the undeserved kindness given to me from God 16 for me to be a public servant of Christ Jesus to the nations,
engaging in the holy work of the good news of God, in order that the offering, namely, these nations, might prove to be
acceptable, it being sanctified with holy spirit.

(1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time for the judgment to start with the house of God. Now if it starts first with us, what
will the end be of those who are not obedient to the good news of God? 

Thus, as shown earlier, the true good news is, many people can CHOOSE to obey the Good News of God come the Christ arrival for
the entire 1290 days of Daniel 12:11.

(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and
by the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and
the sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh
angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to
his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.

Is it really any surprise the "good news of God" would have to be far greater news than the "good news" of "religion" and humans?

Why would anyone expect "one special religion" would all of a sudden transcend the fallen Adamic nature and be the "one and only
truth and salvation"? 

Would not a tribal religion automatically limit the salvation and that by its own manmade claims from its own self-appointed "holy man"
"intermediaries"? 

Does not "religion" automatically divide up the global field of salvation into little narrow-minded warring factions?

Do we really think God would allow RELIGION to dictate the scale of His own world salvation?

Why would the Almighty God of infinite power, omniscient understanding, and true omnipotent being need a religious "eye of the
needle of salvation" to then assess His own total creation from the beginning to the end in totality? Is that not ridiculous? 

But, is that not the claim religions make as they carved out their own idol-niche for global profiteering identity with such claims to
perpetually set themselves as special to their own peculiar religious "market share" which they could fool for a while with such a truly
ridiculous lie?

The nation of Israel was delivered from Egypt by ten massive true divine miracles, they passed through the Red Sea opened up
before them, they saw the angel of God light their way in front and guard their backs in the rear, they received the "ten
commandments" not once, but twice, by Moses with a glowing countenance, yet they also destroyed the Son of God in their end. 

The very caretakers of the covenant and the prophecies completely failed, they completely failed God, the broke their covenant, and
they turned total enemy all in the same course of the 15 centuries of being "God's chosen nation".

(John 1:9-13) The true light that gives light to every sort of man was about to come into the world. 10 He was in the world,
and the world came into existence through him, but the world did not know him. 11 He came to his own home, but his
own people did not take him in. 12 However, as many as did receive him, to them he gave authority to become God’s
children, because they were exercising faith in his name; 13 and they were born, not from blood or from a fleshly will or
from man’s will, but from God.

If that nation could not maintain the faith and the holy prophecies which foretold their own "Son of David" "national son", how could we
really expect "twice removed" Christendom "gentiles" to keep the faith when they have seen not one true holy miracle in the same
manner as Israel? 

And even if they did see glowing angels why would Christendom be able to surpass Israel? Have you seen anything actually "holy" in
the Christendom carnival for profits and power?

Was not the Christ "lamb of God" a logical end of Israel's animal sacrifices to cover their sins in their Mosaic covenant? 

Then how on Earth has this same "lamb of God" as the ultimate solution now become a new slavery to a Christendom-made law
covenant to define religious laws as the means of salvation? 

How is Christendom's "corporate law covenant for the sheep" and different than the Pharisees "law covenant for the sheep" as both
contain or contained now mostly manmade laws?

Have both of these classic religious leaderships not made the same mistake and still miss the logic of Jesus Christ as the only divine
direct solution [alone]?

HOW can that same error then ever work?
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Now, we have a mere 40 year old case study with the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy development to see just how soon corporatized
bean-counting power mongers can assume a veneer of self-invented righteousness to then seize the power, the riches, and the glory. 

Now one look at the so-called "Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses" and you see a "rich man class", an "evil slave class", a
"Korah class", a "Judas class" and a "man of lawlessness class" all blended into one apostate sausage of idolatry and WTBTS
codified evils.

Then with Jehovah's witnesses fully knowing the failures of Israel and Christendom, why would they think "they alone" would be the
"one miracle religion". 

Why one Earth would jehovah's witnesses think they are the "salvation poster child" which would perfectly "define the requirements of
salvation" for all mankind? 

Isn't it actually just the Adamic flesh which is truly the catalyst of all these apostasies? Which apostasy has not put corrupt men "in
charge" as they one and all then start to tickle ears with such grandiose ideas and delusions? Do not all religions play the same game
as Jehovah's witnesses?

(1 Timothy 4:1-2) However, the inspired utterance says definitely that in later periods of time some will fall away from the
faith, paying attention to misleading inspired utterances and teachings of demons, 2 by the hypocrisy of men who speak
lies, marked in their conscience as with a branding iron; 

Now, would a "seared conscience" be demonstrated with Jehovah's witnesses and their leadership now fully aiding and abetting a
worldwide scale pedophile network weaved into all of their congregations, all over the global press for 30 years now?

(2 Timothy 4:3-5) For there will be a period of time when they will not put up with the healthful teaching, but, in accord
with their own desires, they will accumulate teachers for themselves to have their ears tickled; 4 and they will turn their
ears away from the truth, whereas they will be turned aside to false stories. 5 You, though, keep your senses in all things,
suffer evil, do [the] work of an evangelizer, fully accomplish your ministry.

Is all this religious hypocrisy and corruption "across the table" really because it is all the same old Adamic "ear-tickling" story the
whole time? 

Was it not very self-glorifying to entertain the delusion for a while that "we alone are God's chosen"? 

Did not even the one nation alone who was God chosen, Israel, also fail? 

Is that not also what every religion on Earth also claims?

Can we see what is actually happening here?

And like in Israel, like in Christendom before Jehovah's witnesses, most of the "flock" actually believes the lie completely. 

Only a few "sighing and groaning" people obey their own conscience and attempt to expose the apostasy they fled from. (Matt24:15)

Thus, you can now fully expect the "good news of God" to have to unfold in the future in a manner totally
different than what devolved religions have been teaching for years.

The main point is the "good news of God" has to be far better news than what is offered in this whole religious nightmare.

(Revelation 18:4) And I heard another voice out of heaven say: “Get out of her, my people, if you do not want to share
with her in her sins, and if you do not want to receive part of her plagues. 

If God has his own "my people" in all Babylon the Great symbolized religions of Earth, He must also have plenty of His own "my
people" who have broken free of religion or who never did fall into that pit of tar to begin with. And thus, when Christ arrives into World
Government and its global destruction phase of all religions of Earth, that will be God freeing the last of "his people" now captured by
this massive error complex.  

(Revelation 11:13) And in that hour (Rev17:12 world government) a great earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell
(religion deposed, many saved); and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake (complete savable symbol), and
the rest (total savable symbol) became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven.

Many people will be saved from the downfall of religion a "tenth the city" of Babylon the Great. A spiritually complete "seven thousand
persons" will be saved globally and "the rest" will also be saved in those "having insight" as they are all the "chosen ones" of Matthew
24:31. 

Ever hear a single religion state this positive huge truth? No. And do not expect "a religion" to "all of a sudden" have "insight"; religion
is done, it has no future. 

Because Genesis 10-11 Babel was the origin of all "God stories" from Noah's many children of Genesis 10, it did have the core truth
at one time. It did attract people with that core truth. 

But, Satan also targeted that core truth by the "religion of Babel" to begin to weave his lies into that Genesis 1-11 first truth of all
mankind after the flood. And when God confused the languages and scattered that Babel religion foundation, it took its stories and



effects with it. 

(Revelation 18:1-3) After these things I saw another angel descending from heaven, with great authority; and the earth
was lighted up from his glory. 2 And he cried out with a strong voice, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has
fallen, and she has become a dwelling place of demons and a lurking place of every unclean exhalation and a lurking
place of every unclean and hated bird! 3 For because of the wine of the anger of her fornication all the nations have fallen
[victim], and the kings of the earth committed fornication with her, and the traveling merchants of the earth became rich
due to the power of her shameless luxury.”

THAT is when religion was born in the post-deluge world in Genesis 11 and at Babel. And that is why it has such an appeal to all
nations and many people of mankind. The truth came off the ark of Noah (Gen8:18-22; Gen9-10), and that truth ended up in Babel, for
a little while. And that truth the Devil had to target thereafter from the days of Genesis 10-11.

It is the FAITH of Jesus here, not a "religion", keep that in mind.

(Revelation 14:12) Here is where it means endurance for the holy ones, those who observe the commandments of God
and the faith of Jesus.”

Thus, there is no reason to think "one religion", "my religion", is the "one divine gateway to salvation". THAT attitude is really just the
beginning of what is known as "religious wars", is it not?

Religions have done this to secure their own profit and survival, and thus a con such as that, using God as a mere shill, will all end
under World Government. 

(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds
and nations and tongues. (Rev16:12-16) 16 And the ten horns that you saw (national-systems), and the wild beast (world
government globalist-system), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked (pillaged and exposed), and
will eat up her fleshy parts (depose and absorb her corporate identity and leadership) and will completely burn her with
fire. (complete global outlawed corporate deposition, under world government) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out
his thought (Rev18:8), even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national-system) kingdom to the (world
government) wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means
the great (global-corporate-religious) city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.”

That is why even now God commands His people to flee religion of every kind!

(Revelation 18:4) And I heard another voice out of heaven say: “Get out of her, my people, if you do not want to share
with her in her sins, and if you do not want to receive part of her plagues. 

That is why the "good news of God" has to actually be good news.

But the "good news" of thousands of species of religion will end up being very truly bad news. 

But, God has had to counteract the error complex with an angelic backed salvation sweep of planet Earth which no man or
demon can stop, to offer SALVATION to all people of Earth as KINGDOM OF GOD REALITY, not human talk, at this time of the Christ
arrival day one to day 1290:

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven (Earth's "air"; 1Thess4:17; Rev16:17), and he had
everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and
tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has
arrived (Rev17:12), and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.

Religion cannot even save itself. Religion cannot save even one human. Religion is NOT what Christ died for. No "corporation" has a
"propitiatory sacrifice" from Christ. Religions are corporations.

And while the global salvation sweep of the Kingdom of God and Christ will be taking place in Revelation 14:6-7 for 1290 days, this is
the World Government and "ten horns" provided Babylon-Religion Global Funeral Pyre announcement it will have been leading to:

(Revelation 14:8) And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who
made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!

The Kingdom of God in the assured future reality of their arrival, is what will save ANYONE who agrees to worship God, not the 666
World Government so-called "new world order" of but more bad news guaranteed, as it will not actually rule even four years.
(Rev17:12; Dan12:11)

(Revelation 1:7-8) Look! He is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see him, and those who pierced him; and all the
tribes of the earth will beat themselves in grief because of him. Yes, Amen. 8 “I am the Alpha and the Omega,” says
Jehovah God, “the One who is and who was and who is coming, the Almighty.”

You can bet your life on that promise directly, with zero religion required. The final salvation of Christ for this Adamic period concluding
will transcend all power human and demon to secure "the chosen" they have come for.

The "End of the World" of Death, The Start of the World of Life in Christ



Enlightening those who develop faith so as to be assured salvation is the goal since Christ came speaking these truths. 

But for those to attain the "faith of Jesus" lastly (Rev14:12), the knowledge that ANYONE human can agree to the peace terms of
Revelation 14:6-7 is the just as important for that type of "great crowd" invited person (Rev19:1-9), as it was for the first person to ever
exercise faith in Christ.

The end of the world of death is coming in its initial operation by Christ, not that delusion of the "end of the world" in totality. 

Though the entire demon network is to be incarcerated (Rev20:1-3), along with their ages old (Gen11:1-8), finally completed
(Rev17:8-13; Dan11:44-45), "8th King" "King North" World Government destroyed (Rev19:19-21), the "world"  of "death ruling as
king" on Earth will also be ending in its systemic effects on the planetary life system of Earth. (Heb2:14)

But, until humanity is guided to sinless perfection in completion (Rev7:17; Rev22:1-5), and even after into earned immortality
(Rev22:14), by also defeating post-abyss released Satan and the demons (Rev22:14; Rev21:22-27), Christ will not destroy the "last
enemy death" completely yet. 

The complete "death of death" requires human participation in completed obedience to God.

(Revelation 20:12-15) But another scroll was opened; it is the scroll of life. And the dead were judged out of those things
written in the scrolls according to their deeds. 13 And the sea gave up those dead in it, and death and Hades gave up
those dead in them, and they were judged individually according to their deeds. 14 And death and Hades were hurled into
the lake of fire. This means the second death, the lake of fire. 15 Furthermore, whoever was not found written in the book
of life was hurled into the lake of fire.

That is how that "dead were judged" is in relation to one's chosen course of life during the one thousand year reign of Christ. 

In that one thousand years [plus] process, death is destroyed along with all disobedience to God which began in Eden. (Gen3; Gen6)
Eventual Messianic Kingdom guided Human immortality is what fully destroys death in the only realm it has ruled in, on Earth.
(Matt6:10)

When Christ arrives the healing power he already demonstrated in a small sampling in his first arrival must be exercised on the "great
crowd". This is because the physical dimension of Christ the perfect new "last Adam" is most easily applied, as compared to spiritual
perfection which requires freewill effort from a human, which can take centuries to achieve. (Rev22:1-5; Rev21:1-5)

Thus, that physical perfection can be applied by the forgiveness in Christ perfect blood sacrifice until a human can sustain the physical
perfection by spiritual perfection as demonstrated in the continued obedience to God unto sinless human perfection completed. 

That is why Christ also offered the perfect human [body], in addition to the perfect sacrificial life power in the [blood].

(Hebrews 10:10) By the said “will” we have been sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all
time.

It is the spiritual aspect of all humanity which will take the one thousand year reign of Christ to address to human complete perfection
by freewill obedience to God. 

(Revelation 20:1-3) And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven with the key of the abyss and a great chain in his
hand. 2 And he seized the dragon, the original serpent, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for a thousand years.
3 And he hurled him into the abyss and shut [it] and sealed [it] over him, that he might not mislead the nations anymore
until the thousand years were ended. After these things he must be let loose for a little while.

But, a short period of time extends beyond Christ's one thousand year reign. That is when that perfection in humans will again be
temptation-tested by Satan and the demons as they are released from their abyss to allow the human perfection to be retained by
stalwart obedience to God, or lost by fallen obedience to Satan, individually worldwide. 

At the point perfect freewill obedience to God has been developed in humans, the atonement of Christ's sacrifice is no longer
required. Then the abyss-release phase of the finality of Satan's attempt to steal the human world, to attempt to bring it again under his
sovereignty, will proceed past the one thousand year reign time limit for a "little while".

(Revelation 20:7-10) Now as soon as the thousand years have been ended, Satan will be let loose out of his prison, 8 and
he will go out to mislead those nations in the four corners of the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them together for the
war. The number of these is as the sand of the sea. 9 And they advanced over the breadth of the earth and encircled the
camp of the holy ones and the beloved city. But fire came down out of heaven and devoured them. 10 And the Devil who
was misleading them was hurled into the lake of fire and sulphur, where both the wild beast and the false prophet
[already were]; and they will be tormented day and night forever and ever.

When Satan's testing phase completes, that is when the "last enemy death" is totally destroyed. This is because humans who do
continue to be obedient to God will EARN the human immortality from Him, which Adam and the woman lost in Genesis 3:1-22. All
failing will die with Satan as destroyed forever.

(Revelation 22:14) Happy are those who wash their robes, that the authority [to go] to the tree of life (Gen3:22), may be
theirs and that they may gain entrance into the city by its gates.

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2019/12/comprehensive_immortality_in_revelations_trees_of_immortality3.pdf


Now "washing their robes" was the Christ atonement based perfection attained which resulted in a "stand alone" perfect sinless
human being. And that "stand alone" sinless perfect human being is what Satan will want to corrupt. And thus, those who do conquer
Satan and the demons and their old lie will have EARNED human immortality by their own "stand alone" merit, the atonement of Christ
will have been completed and no longer available or needed. 

Christ's sacrifice afforded the finite time period for that full opportunity to become a perfect human being "in God's image" in his one
thousand year reign. 

But, it will be up to the human to maintain that obedience and thus attain the "tree of [immortal] life". Human immortality is incorruptible
and thus indestructible and given by God to those He knows He can trust as [proven] by tested obedience, just like with Adam and the
woman's failure to the contrary, just as with Christ's perfect human success leading to Christ's immortality.

(Hebrews 7:15-17) And it is still more abundantly clear that with a similarity to Melchizedek there arises another priest,
16 who has become such, not according to the law of a commandment depending upon the flesh, but according to the
power of an indestructible life, 17 for in witness it is said: “You are a priest forever according to the manner of
Melchizedek.”

Unlike the perfect human body which can be applied by God and Christ directly to human beings physical being, as humanity comes
into the new Adam form, the spiritual aspect [requires] guided human participation with perfect obedience as the objective for many
years. At the Christ arrival, willing humans can be healed into physical perfection very easily, it is a benefit of the sacrifice which will
also be available for one thousand years.

But, it is the spiritual aspect of perfection that takes time because all human error which this world became based on is also to be
addressed for the perfect everlasting alternatives as global requirements which will actually promote life, rather than death. That takes
time to learn how and why to "do it right" and to also unlearn what "not to do" and why.

Christ's blood atonement power provides the time for humans to choose the new way, or die the "second death" being unable to
cease sinning.

If humans continue to sin, the life-supporting perfection of the physical will be counteracted obviously. But unlike the Adamic form of
death, with its comprehensive systemic death effect over life, incorrigible sin in perfect humans results in individual "second death"
cessation of life once that pattern is established and the human cannot master the self for the goal of obedience. The death cannot
"spread to all mankind".

No human sin can thus undermine the sealed [human perfection] Christ already secured in his human mission to form the "Last Adam"
basis of all new human beings in his reign, as no longer Adamic humans but New Adamic humans. 

One by one, unto the release of Satan from the abyss, all who persist in disobedience will be terminated. But human "second death"
can come only after the time to make the changes to perfection have been offered with the totality of the truth of the situation known by
all human beings [perfectly and completely].

(Habakkuk 2:13-14) Look! Is it not from Jehovah of armies that peoples will toil on only for the fire, and that national
groups will tire themselves out merely for nothing? 14 For the earth will be filled with the knowing of the glory of Jehovah
as the waters themselves cover over [the] sea.

The Completed Extinction of the "Adamic Race"

Everlasting perfect life is based on the perfect obedience to God who designed that perfect life in "His image". 

Human participation in obedience is what will be required to take back the human "Kingdom of the World" (Rev11:15), from the
seizure of the invader Devil and demons, the worst case scenario of freewill hateful sinners in irreversible temporary existence. 

Satan and the demons are the first and fully lost hateful hypocrite sinner addicts who fell into sin by complete angelic perfect freewill
[failure]. 

As in Genesis 6, they became addicted to the physical realm (Jude1:6), and the human sins. And thus, the demons are the original
architects of the entire human sin complex. Human sin is designed by Satan to bring humans into their debased fallen demonic
"image", to secure the rule of death based on human disobedience to God. (Heb2:14)

That dead Adamic demon-sin affected "image" in the fallen Adamic race of man, will begin its extinction process at the Christ arrival.
This is because all who enter the "great crowd" will be stepping into day one of their new Last Adamic transformation. 

The Adamic human race as we know it, will become extinct. 

But, those who choose the Revelation 14:6-7 salvation of Christ will bypass that Adamic extinction by "washing their robes in the blood
of the lamb", as they BEGIN the process of their transformation into the perfect [new] human being also provided in the sacrifice of
Christ. 

That is, they will begin the process of the human perfection in the "Last Adamic" new human form which Christ provided in his total
human being sacrifice for this initial purpose of the near future. 

Those who do not accept that final chance to obey the everlasting good news of Revelation 14's Christ arrival, will die as the entirety of
this purge is the extinction of the Adamic human species worldwide at that time, along with their "666" World Government as the
nations are saved in the "great crowd" membership. (Dan7:12; Dan7:26-27)



Everything spared will be heading for this Earthly perfection completion:

(Revelation 21:1-7) And I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the former heaven and the former earth had passed
away, and the sea is no more. 2 I saw also the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God and
prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. 3 With that I heard a loud voice from the throne say: “Look! The tent of God
is with mankind, and he will reside with them, and they will be his peoples. And God himself will be with them. 4 And he
will wipe out every tear from their eyes, and death will be no more, neither will mourning nor outcry nor pain be anymore.
The former things have passed away.” 5 And the One seated on the throne said: “Look! I am making all things new.”
Also, he says: “Write, because these words are faithful and true.” 6 And he said to me: “They have come to pass! I am the
Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end. To anyone thirsting I will give from the fountain of the water of life free.
7 Anyone conquering will inherit these things, and I shall be his God and he will be my son.

That is what demon and human World Government and their so-called "new world order" will be trying to obstruct. That is how you
know the future of the "new world order" is the dust.

(Daniel 2:35) At that time the iron, the molded clay, the copper, the silver and the gold were, all together, crushed and
became like the chaff from the summer threshing floor, and the wind carried them away so that no trace at all was found
of them. And as for the stone that struck the image, it became a large mountain and filled the whole earth.

And the fire:

(Daniel 7:26) And the Court itself proceeded to sit (Matt25:31; Rev14:1), and his own rulership they finally took away, in
order to annihilate [world government] and to destroy [world government] totally.

But the nations will have a "lengthening of life given" for that final time period "a time", and the "season" of Christ's one thousand year
reign.

(Daniel 7:11-12) I kept on beholding at that time because of the sound of the grandiose words that the horn was
speaking; I kept on beholding until the beast was killed and its (world government) body was destroyed and it was given to
the burning fire. (Rev19:19-21) 12 But as for the rest of the beasts, their rulerships were taken away (first by world
government (Dan11:42-43), then by Christ), and there was a lengthening in life given to them for a time (of the end period;
Dan12:7; Dan12:11; Dan12:12) and a season. (of the rule of Christ one thousand years)
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